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“Flowers do speak a language clear and intelligible.  
Observe them, reader, love them, linger over them and ask 
your own heart if they do not speak affection, benevolence 
and piety.”  Mandy Kirby

What is floriography?

What is the history?

How is floriography used?

Group activity



“A flower is not a flower alone; a thousand thoughts invest it.”
Anonymous

Floriography or the language of flowers is a means of cryptological communication through the use or 
arrangement of flowers. Meaning has been attributed to flowers for thousands of years, and some form of 
floriography has been practiced in traditional cultures throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa.



Flowers have been central to the human experience in every culture throughout time.

Daily sunset ceremony in India 
where the Ganga River drops out 
of the Himlayan mountain range.

Cultivation of cempasuchil
for Dios de Muertos in 
Mexico.

Hanami festivals 
in Japan.

May Day celebrations in 
France.



And of course….the weddings

Flower girls scattering rose 
petals down the aisle before 
the bride. Kate Middleton chose flowers 

less for their looks than their 
meaning.





History of Floriography

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (1689-1762)

➢ Inspired by the Turkish custom ‘selam’
❖ Method of communicating through 

flowers and other objects
❖ Rhyming game

➢ Turkish Embassy Letter-1763

➢ Send a message “without ever inking your 
fingers”



History of Floriography

1819     The first western language of flowers 
dictionary by Charlotte de Latour



Cabbage-Wads of cash

Walnuts= Brains

Rue=Disdain  
Tansy=I declare war on you

Other plant meanings



Jane Austen

Emily Dickinson



Ophelia by Everett Millais

“Rosemary, that’s for 
remembrance;…and there is Pansies, 
that’s for thoughts.”

The weeping willow hanging over is 
a symbol of forsaken love.



Red Rose
Love and Respect Pink Rose

Warm feelings and attachment
White rose
Chastity and purity

Rosebud
Innocence

Dark red rose
Shame

Almost pink
Warm feelings

Meaning of Roses



Wentworth Castle Observatory, Sheffield England

George Dunlop Leslie, "The Language of Flowers", 1882



Let’s Make Flowers Talk

What message do you want to send?



Anemone
❖ Greek word anemos means the wind

❖ Associated with the Greek myth of 
Aphrodite and Adonis

❖ Symbolizes fleeting love or forsaken



Camellia
❖ Named after a Jesuit missionary and 

botanist, Georg Kamel

❖ Victorians were captivated by this flower

❖ Symbolizes “my destiny is in your hands”



Cherry Blossom

❖ Wild cherry introduced in Britain and 
Europe by the Romans from Asia

❖ All things Japanese was used in European 
gardens in the late 1800’s especially the 
cherry tree

❖ Symbolizes impermanence



Daffodil
❖ New beginnings

❖ Grown wild in Britain since the 16th century

❖ Victorians saw it as a simple flower of the 
countryside

❖ In rural areas, considered unlucky to bring 
them into the house of people with chickens; 
prevented eggs from hatching



Daisy

❖ Innocence

❖ Known as ‘day’s eye’ because it opened in 
the morning and closed in the evening

❖ Celtic belief that an angel throws a daisy 
down to earth to console parents in grief at 
the death of a child



Holly
❖ Means foresight because nature protects it 

with prickly leaves until it has grown too 
high for foraging cattle. Leaves then lose 
their sharpness.

❖ Romans used it as a guard against 
misfortune.

❖ Victorian girls would use it to dream of 
future husband



Iris
❖ Message; bearer of good tidings

❖ Iris was the goddess of the rainbow

❖ Clovis, 5th century king of the Franks, won 
a victory because of this flower

❖ One of the oldest cultivated flowers in 
England



Passionflower
❖ Faith

❖ Symbolizes Christ’s passion



Poppy
❖ Fantastic extravagance

❖ Tight buds explode into flower, lasting only 
a few days



Rosemary
❖ Remembrance

❖ When eaten, it has the power to strengthen 
memory

❖ Mourners would carry a sprig to throw into 
the grave



Snowdrop
❖ Consolation and Hope

❖ One of the first flowers of the year to 
emerge

❖ Victorians considered it unlucky to bring it 
in the house

❖ Snowdrop walks on English country 
estates



Sunflower
❖ False Riches

❖ Highly esteemed by Incan priests

❖ Valued for the oil extracted from its seed

❖ Mormons used it to mark the trails 

❖ Lost some popularity; considered too 
gaudy for the garden



❖ Flowers have been used to express our 
feelings.

❖ Simplicity and natural grace lend 
beauty and meaning to important 
events of our lives.

❖ Effective bouquets were original and 
size was not important

The flower is the stem’s 
cry of beauty to the 

universe.  

Vassilis Comporozos



Resources

A Victorian Flower Dictionary: The Language of Flowers Companion by Mandy Kirby

https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/how-flowerobsessed-victorians-encoded-messages-in-
bouquets



ACTIVITY

Decipher the following phrase using flowers from the handout.

I wish you peace and prosperity because 
you are a wonderful friend who has been 
consistent and wise.  Your beautiful smile 
is a reflection on how big-hearted and fun 
you can be.



Answer to Activity

Cattails:  Peace and prosperity 

Chrysanthemum:  Wonderful friend 
Hyacinth (blue):  Consistent 

Sage:  Wise

Tulip (yellow):  Beautiful smile 

Delphinium:  Big hearted


